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Abstract
In order to improve the quality and usability of the Checksims soft-
ware similarity detection tool, we present a series of modifications to the
original project; changes include Syntax Tree comparison algorithms, in-
tegration with existing grading software, user interface improvements,
and the ability to perform comparison against historical data. The new
algorithms have been tested against both the old algorithms and against
MOSS, showing that each of these three catches and reports some that
other do not.
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1 Introduction
Checksims is a tool developed at WPI to help teaching staff combat academic
dishonesty in the scope of programming assignments. The original imple-
mentation of Checksims uses the Smith-Waterman sequence alignment algo-
rithm [5] to compare pairs of assignments within a corpora of assignments,
usually one class’s worth. This algorithm assigns a percent score for how much
overlap there is between any two assignments, and it flags pairs that have a
matching percentage above a certain threshold. The removal of common code
is another feature, provided in order to accommodate the assignments given in
certain classes. Despite the success of Checksims so far, it is possible to subvert
its functionality given knowledge of the Smith-Waterman algorithm. There are
certain techniques, such as renaming variables, reordering order-independent
statements, and generally shuﬄing parts of code within or between files, that
the authors believe are sufficient enough to fool the Smith-Waterman algo-
rithm.
Smith-Waterman was originally designed to compare sequences of genomes,
which are one dimensional sequences of data. Code is not a one dimensional
sequence however; It can be represented as a tree that is tagged with names
and identifiers. This sequence-tree duality of code allows individual submis-
sions to be compared not only as a linear sequence analysis problem but also
as a two dimensional structure, providing an interesting and not well studied
field in which research can be done.
1.1 Original Goals
The original goals of the Checksims project were set forth in the paper by
Matt Heon and Dolan Murvihill [5]. The original goals were as follows:
• The program should be usable by course staff with very little or no train-
ing, and should produce output in a form that can be easily interpreted.
• The output itself should not be a definitive accusation of academic
wrongdoing; instead, it should simply flag suspicious submissions for
further review by course staff.
• The detector should to be complete and usable within seven weeks; this
requirement placed a severe time limit on implementation and encour-
aged the implementation of a relatively small set of features.
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• The detector should not attempt to perform language-specific analysis
of the source code, but instead only interpret submissions as plain text.
The language-agnostic requirement came from the time constraint and
the potential that the detector would be used for a number of courses
using various languages.
• The algorithm should be run locally and preferably be easy to invoke
once student submissions are closed.
• The detector should be made to match Professor Lauer’s specific defini-
tion of similarity and academic dishonesty, which tends to be permissive
of relatively similar code so long as it was not copied, either by comput-
erized means or by retyping verbatim.
1.2 Project Goals
This project is intended to slightly modify some of these goals and to finish the
implementation of some others. The first priority of this project is a research
goal, which is to compare a syntax tree based approach to the current Smith-
Waterman algorithm approach. This requires that the original goal of language
independence be disregarded, as every language will require it’s own parser
from source to Abstract Syntax Tree, or AST. This project will focus first on
the languages that are most commonly used at Worcester Polytechnic Institute
(WPI): C, Python, and Java. The second priority is to make Checksims even
easier to use for course staff. Currently, Checksims is a command line tool,
requiring many arguments to work correctly. One of the new goals for this
project is to integrate Checksims with the online assignment submission system
used by the CS department called turnin [3]. This integration should be able
to compare submissions not only within one class, but also compare current
submissions against submissions in previous offerings of the class. In short,
the goals of this project are as follows:
• Design and implement an AST similarity detection algorithm, and then
compare it to the Smith-Waterman in both accuracy and performance.
• Design a format and archiving system for comparing submissions not
only to one another, but to previous course submissions as well.
• Integrate Checksims with turnin, the most commonly used tool for com-
puter science assignment submissions at WPI.
• Create a graphical user interface for Checksims, as currently it requires
use of a command line interface.
2
2 Existing Literature
Heon and Murvihill put together a large and comprehensive review of existing
literature on similarity detection in their original Checksims [5] paper. Many
of the definitions and terms used herein are based on their work. The original
code base they created has also been extended as part of this project.
2.1 Academic Dishonesty
The Heon and Murvihill project provided a comprehensive set of examples
and scenarios where academic dishonesty is the hardest to distinguish. As
they noted, an instance of “100% similarity was almost certainly indicative of
unauthorized copying” [5], but there are many scenarios where determining
whether a submission constitutes dishonest behavior is not as simple.
2.2 Detecting Academic Dishonesty
Code similarity detection is a practice that is used for identifying academic
dishonesty, duplicate code in large code bases for the purpose of optimization
and cleaning, and for identifying instances of copyright infringement. While
these goals differ in minor ways, they generally share the same base goal: to
identify duplication despite intentional obfuscation or accidental duplication.
This section discusses the types of identification methods and particular meth-
ods developed while reviewing existing literature.
2.2.1 Detection of Dishonesty using Textual Comparison Techniques
Heon and Murvihill thoroughly reviewed a number of existing methods of
identifying duplicate code. As Checksims was originally intended to perform
language independent identification, it did not use syntax tree based meth-
ods. Heon and Murvihill evaluated many methods for textual comparison and
settled on the Smith-Waterman algorithm as the best option.
2.2.2 Detection of Dishonesty using Syntax Trees
The original Checksims paper also mentioned that detecting academic dishon-
esty in programming assignments is significantly easier than detecting dishon-
esty in natural language. This is due to the fact that programming languages
follow highly specific grammars that are designed to be understood by com-
puter programs called compilers, and are significantly simpler than grammars
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for natural written languages. LISP programming languages such as Guile,
Scheme, and Common LISP are all fairly popular in academic settings and
in niche industrial settings. LISP was developed by John McCarthy at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1958 [7]. Despite its continued use
and popularity for over 50 years, the grammar for LISP is incredibly simple.
The following is an example grammar for the LISP language, expressed as an
ANTLR [8] grammar.
COMMENT : \;.*\n -> skip
ID : [a-zA -Z0 -9]+
sExpr :
’(’ (ID | sExpr)+ ’)’
This grammar definition shows that LISP languages are just textual represen-
tations of N-dimensional trees, with IDs as leaf nodes and sExprs as branches.
The difficulty of detecting dishonesty by transforming text into an AST is that
if the submitted text does not correctly implement the expected grammar, a
tree cannot be generated and comparison cannot happen. This is surprisingly
common in student submissions for a course — real world examples used for
testing show that about 2 to 4 percent of code submissions are not valid for
the language in which they are written.
2.2.2.1 Using the Vector Space Model on Syntax Trees
In the STVsm [6] paper, Li, Shen, Li, Zhang, and Li posed an interesting
syntax tree based approach to similarity detection. The process begins by
generating an AST from C code. This AST is then transformed into a string
in the form of s-expressions. To compare any two documents in this way,
multiple string similarity techniques may be applied, including Levenshtein
Distance, Greedy String Tiling, and the Vector Space Model Method [6]. This
idea is novel for a number of reasons. It is based on the syntax tree of the
associated language, but it does not directly rely on comparing the structure
of the syntax trees. Instead, it generates a “sanitized” version of the document,
and uses generic text comparison methods to detect similarities. This allows
the methods to ignore plain text obfuscation that would not appear on the
AST, and had improved results over plain text comparison methods.
2.2.2.2 Syntax Tree Fingerprinting
Syntax Tree Fingerprinting presents an efficient method of locating struc-
turally similar portions of two syntax trees [4]. The fingerprinting technique
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stores each tree in two forms: an original AST structure and as a mapping
from “fingerprint” to a node of the tree. A fingerprint is another name for a
hash or checksum, and one example would be a cryptographic hash of string
tags on each node. This mapping needs only to be generated once, as it is not
modified during the comparison process. There are many ways to generate a
fingerprint for an AST, including cryptographic hashes and rolling checksums.
The Syntax Tree Fingerprinting method for comparison was chosen for use in
Checksims.
3 Requirements
The set of goals discussed earlier form the basis of what the requirements for
Checksims should be. There is concern with Checksims that certain types of
unethical copying may go undetected by the Smith-Waterman algorithm. The
proposed solution to this issue is to compare assignments based on structure
rather than on content. There will also be significant work towards the goal of
making Checksims as usable as possible for course staff, including an archiving
system for comparing previous year’s submissions and a user interface to com-
plement the command line. With these new goals in mind, a comprehensive
set of goals has been created:
• Checksims should be usable by course staff with very little or no training,
and should produce output in a form that can be easily interpreted. This
was a previous goal of the project that will be realized by creating a user
interface.
• Checksims should have the ability to run structure analysis on at least
Java, C, C++, and Python. Racket is also a possibility, though not
likely.
• Checksims should be simple to run either remotely or on a user’s own
machine. Ideally, there should be no more than a few button presses for a
member of the course staff to run Checksims against a closed submission.
4 Approach
The additions to Checksims required some re-architecture. The previous
Checksims algorithm abstraction only allowed for tokenization-based algo-
rithms. Since the structure comparison algorithms are based on trees rather
than lists, the Checksims architecture had to be redesigned. In this redesign,
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an abstraction that we call a “Percentable” was used. This name comes directly
from the code, and means any structure from which a percentage can be calcu-
lated. Submission text can be transformed into different types of percentables
and memoized1 by their type. Algorithms are now based on the percentable
type on which they operate and are responsible for informing the Checksims
runner which type of percentable generator they would like to use. The new
architecture should allow a significantly broader range of algorithms to be im-
plemented against the underlying comparison mechanism. A description of
the updated Checksims pipeline is as follows:
1. Student submissions are read from the file system, and multi-file sub-
missions are concatenated into a single string.
2. Submissions are passed into a common code remover, which removes
code designated as “common” from all submissions to ensure that it is
not factored into the comparison process. The common code remover is
based on the Smith-Waterman algorithm, which performs superbly for
exact matching scenarios.
3. The percentable generator provided by the selected algorithm consumes
a submission and stores the parsed or tokenized form back into the sub-
mission for the purposes of memoization. This occurs on all submissions,
but due to memoization, it will not happen more than once per submis-
sion.
4. Submissions are grouped into pairs. The selected algorithm, or similarity
detector, which implements a similarity detection algorithm, is then run
on all possible pairs of submissions, and the results are recorded in a
similarity matrix. This also includes comparing the current submissions
to archived submissions, though not comparing the archived submissions
amongst each other.
5. The similarity matrix is passed to a user-selected output strategy, which
produces a human-readable form of the output.
4.1 Parsing
Parsing is the process of taking raw data, usually in the form of plain text, and
converting it into a structure that can be operated on more easily. This is key
1Memoization is a technique in programming where results of previous computations are
cached so that they need not be calculated multiple times
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to performing AST analysis because it is the process by which student sub-
missions are transformed into ASTs. Parsing is a very difficult task however,
and writing an objectively and provably correct parser from scratch was not
a feasible task for this project. Considering this restriction, the decision was
made to use ANTLR, a parser-generator created by Professor Terrence Parr
of the University of San Francisco [8]. Parser generators work by allowing a
grammar to be specified in the form of a file that specifies the constructs that
are valid in the target language. ANTLR then takes a grammar and converts
it into a parser written in either C# or Java. As Checksims is written in Java,
it was the obvious and logical choice. While not as difficult to write as a parser
itself, creating a correct grammar for a language is a difficult task. A grammar
file for Java8 alone is upwards of 1500 lines long and is highly complex.
So that AST analysis may be usable on the original target languages of Java,
C, C++, and Python, grammars for each of these languages were created. To
complicate matters further, language specifications are fluid; in 2014 the C and
Java language specifications were updated, and Java is set to have another in
September 2016. Python is in somewhat of a civil war between versions 2.7 and
3.4 (soon to be 3.5!), and the decision was made to target the newest version,
as it is the version taught at WPI. Changes to a language specification require
significant overhauling of a grammar, parser, and parser-AST interoperability
layer. With this concern in mind, the grammar and parser-AST interoperabil-
ity layers are being designed to be as modular as possible. It is unavoidable
therefore that there will need to be future work done on Checksims to keep the
parsers and interoperability layers up to date with the language specifications.
4.2 AST Interoperability Layer
The ANTLR parser generator creates structures called Parser Rule Contexts
(PRCs). While these structures exist in a tree based form, they are hard
to work with and contain extra meta data that must be removed in order
to quickly and accurately perform the comparison techniques. To solve this
problem, Checksims uses a consistent and language independent AST repre-
sentation with support for tagging and fingerprinting. To convert between a
PRC and a Checksims AST, every parser must also have an associated Tree-
walker — an object designed to examine every node of a PRC tree and convert
it to a Checksims AST.
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4.3 Comparison Techniques
Once student submissions have been converted from source files into ASTs,
they must be compared. Several algorithms have been developed for comparing
trees, the results of which will be discussed below. Each algorithm will convert
a pair of ASTs into an instance of the previously mentioned Percentable, which
the Checksims core will handle as it currently does.
4.3.1 AST Fingerprinting
ASTs are by definition abstract — in their raw form they have very little
contextual information, and as such many re-orderings and different combi-
nations may have the same or similar meanings. A comprehensive way to
compare nodes in an AST is through a method called fingerprinting. This
method involves using one AST to build a “dictionary”, or mapping, from ev-
ery node to a fingerprint of that node. Using the generated dictionary, it is
possible to traverse any other AST, and search all nodes for similar counter-
parts efficiently. This method eliminates the need to compare conceptually
different nodes, such as classes and control blocks. This method also ignores
nodes that are otherwise dissimilar, such as functions with different argument
counts. The fingerprint of each node may be calculated using heuristics and
based on such features as child count, specialized type tags on tree nodes, and
even the hash values of children. The selected technique involved XORing a
cryptographic hash of the type of tree node together with the fingerprint of
every child AST. This technique is called a “rolling checksum” as each finger-
print / checksum is calculated by recursively operating down the tree. The
exact code used for generating fingerprints can be found in Appendix A. The
following code is transformed into an AST, on which hash values are calculated
in a rolling fashion. Both the code and the AST with hash values are shown
below.
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x = 2
y = 3
if x<y:
print ‘‘y is bigger than x’’
Figure 1: In this example, it is shown how a basic sample of code is trans-
formed, as well as showing the parent connections of nodes and their names
and fingerprints.
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Figure 2: In this example, it is shown how the rolling checksum affects nodes
with the same name. Note that the two lowest nodes, each named “SAME”
have the same fingerprint. The second node on the second row and the first
node on the first row also have the name “SAME”, however each of these have
radically different fingerprints than the two lowest nodes with whom they
share a name. Fingerprints in both of these examples are generated using
code identical to that which is contained in Checksims.
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4.3.1.1 Fingerprint Collision
During the implementation and testing of the fingerprinting method, it was
discovered that if two nodes in the AST had the same fingerprint (referred to
as a hash collision or fingerprint collision), one of the mappings would be lost
when stored in the fingerprint dictionary. An attempt at fixing this problem
was made, however this caused the execution time to increase by more than
one hundred fold, as truly similar nodes were being kept separately.
After more extensive testing, it was discovered that almost all instances of
hash collisions occurred on identical nodes in the AST. This was considerable
evidence that there is no need to worry about collisions. Mathematically, for
any given tree with 10000 nodes, the chance of collision is 1.16 percent2. For
a tree with 20000 nodes, the chance is 4.55 percent. The average number of
nodes per submission in the the first corpus of data was 7952. The chance of
a collision in samples of this size is 0.669 percent. These calculations provide
final evidence that there there is no need to account for collisions.
4.3.2 Recursive Structure Percentage Comparison
Recursively comparing nodes of the AST is another effective algorithm for
similarity detection. In this method, each node in the AST is marked as
“ordered” or “unordered”. The similarity of two ordered nodes is a weighted
average of their children. The similarity of two unordered nodes is computed
by a function of the intersection of their child nodes. The similarity of an
ordered and unordered node would be calculated through applying scoring
heuristics to a sorted intersection of the child nodes. Recursive comparison
techniques are significantly slower than fingerprinting methods and generally
provided no additional benefits, making them far less practical for use on real
world data.
5 User Interface
Checksims version 1.2 operates exclusively as a command line utility; it is us-
able only by those who learn the necessary flags and their meanings. While
2This is a variation on the Birthday Problem. The probability of collision for n nodes
can be found by p(n) = 1− I!In∗(I−n)! where I is the number of values that a hash could be,
in this case, I = 232 − 1
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this does not impose any technical limitations, it makes Checksims more dif-
ficult to use for end users. A GUI significantly simplifies the process of using
Checksims routinely for assignments.
5.1 Mapping the CLI to a GUI
Checksims has both optional and required flags, some of which take multiple
arguments. To transform this into a graphical user interface, the required flags
will be central to the view of the user. Optional flags may be hidden under an
“Advanced” or other menu. In its current state, Checksims requires only three
flags:
• -s, –submissiondir [source,[sources]]: a list of directories
• -a, –algorithm [name]: a Checksims algorithm
• -o, –output [name]: an output type
Since the GUI will be capturing the output, only the submissions and algorithm
will have to be configurable through the interface. Submission directories must
be valid directories or zip files on a user’s computer; users will be prompted
in the form of a file selection dialog. Algorithms may only be selected from
a set of valid algorithms implemented by Checksims, therefore, users will be
prompted in the form of a populated drop-down menu. A mock up of the
Checksims launcher GUI is shown below.
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Figure 3: This mock up uses the WPI Colors, as set forth in the WPI Logo
Usage Guide [9]. It is intended that the comparison process will be initiated
when the user presses the “Run Checksims” button.
5.2 Displaying Output in a GUI
After Checksims has finished calculations, it must render the results in a
human readable form. Traditionally, this has been done through either the
threshold or HTML displays. The Checksims GUI should have an option to
switch between these two types of displays, while providing a more rich user
experience beyond what the command line output interfaces provide.
6 Comparison to Smith-Waterman
The need to create an AST comparison tool was realized when it was shown
that certain obfuscation techniques could be applied to blatantly copied code
in order to defeat the Smith-Waterman algorithm. An example scenario was
created in which a medium sized Java file was created by copying a source file
and renaming every variable and class type. It was shown that this type of
simple obfuscation was enough to cause Checksims to fail to recognize copied
code that would be fairly obvious to a human. By creating an effective AST
comparison tool, it is hoped that theoretical gaps in the Smith-Waterman
algorithm are brought to light. The goal of comparing Smith-Waterman to an
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AST comparison algorithm is to show the strengths and weaknesses of each
when applied to real world examples. This includes metrics like execution time
and memory consumption, in addition to false positive and missed instances of
similar code. The results measured from both of these algorithms are discussed
further on in this paper.
6.1 Time Complexity
6.1.1 Execution Time
The Checksims pipeline works by first reading in and concatenating every file in
each student’s assignment. The next step, and first in the comparison process,
is to parse that text. This is a linear process3; the amount of time taken to
parse every assignment is directly proportional to the number of assignments.
The second step is to compare each current assignment to every other current
assignment, and each current assignment to each historical assignment. This
process is quadradically proportional4 to the number of assignments present
and the size of those assignments.
6.1.2 Smith-Waterman
The Smith-Waterman algorithm consists of two parts, each run separately
by Checksims. The first step is to split the submission text by any of three
delimiters: newlines, space characters (such as space and tab), or at every
character. As discussed previously, this step runs in O(n) time, so it does not
have a great effect on the overall execution time. The second step is to run
the lines through a comparison matrix and compute similar sequences. This
is a time consuming process, and because this step runs in O(n2) time, it has
a significant impact on the overall execution time of the Checksims program.
6.1.3 AST Fingerprinting
The implementation of AST fingerprinting also consists of two parts, much
like Smith-Waterman. The first step however is relatively time consuming,
as a tree must be constructed from the submitted source code. This result
is cached so that each assignment needs only to be parsed once. This overall
has a relatively small impact on the overall performance because it is part
of the O(n) step of the process. Where AST Fingerprinting excels is in the
3Linear execution times are expressed as O(n) in Big-O [2] notation.
4Quadratic execution times are expressed as O(n2) in Big-O notation.
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comparison, which is simply a sequence of hash map indexing and some arith-
metic. As this step is run O(n2) times, its execution time is significant to the
overall execution time. Because the AST fingerprinting algorithm does not do
expensive calculations during the O(n2) step, we can expect it to scale better
than the Smith-Waterman algorithm; that is, for large assignments, we expect
AST fingerprinting to be significantly faster than Smith-Waterman.
6.2 Relationship to Manual inspection
On of the authors (TJM) has been a teaching assistant for several years. He
and many other teaching assistants have identified two main factors as being
identifiers of unauthorized copying: structural similarities (such as indentation
and control-flow organization), and typographical similarities (such as spelling
mistakes and comments). AST Fingerprinting is designed to detect similari-
ties in control-flow organization, but may not identify typographical similar-
ities. Smith-Waterman does exactly the opposite; it detects only similarities
in spelling and uses tokenization to completely ignore structural differences.
Prior experience as teaching staff have shown that manually comparing struc-
ture yields a more accurate indication of unauthorized copying when compared
to typographical comparisons.
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6.3 Example of Unauthorized Copying
from Module1 import ∗
import s t r i n g
de f Sort ( L i s t ) :
LL = [ ]
f o r i in range ( l en ( L i s t ) ) :
LL . append ( L i s t [ i ] . lower ( ) )
LL . s o r t ( )
re turn LL
de f Nul l ( L i s t ) :
L = Sort ( L i s t )
LL = [ ]
f o r i in L :
i f i != ’ ’ :
LL . append ( i )
r e turn LL
de f Count ( L i s t ) :
LL = Null ( L i s t )
L = [ ]
X = [ ]
f o r i in range ( l en (LL) ) :
i f i == 0 :
x = LL . count (LL [ i ] )
L . append (LL [ i ] )
X. append (x )
e l s e :
i f LL [ i ] != LL [ i −1] :
x = LL . count (LL [ i ] )
L . append (LL [ i ] )
X. append (x )
TotalDist inctWords = len (L)
re turn X, L , TotalDist inctWords
Listing 1: Student 14
import s t r i n g
from AKModule1 import ∗
de f Categor i ze ( L i s t ) :
TK = [ ]
f o r z in range ( l en ( L i s t ) ) :
TK. append ( L i s t [ z ] . lower ( ) )
TK. s o r t ( )
re turn TK
def Empty( L i s t ) :
AK = Categor i ze ( L i s t )
TK = [ ]
f o r z in AK:
i f z != ’ ’ :
TK. append ( z )
re turn TK
def Count ( L i s t ) :
TK = Empty( L i s t )
Words = [ ]
Counts = [ ]
f o r z in range ( l en (TK) ) :
i f z == 0 :
p = TK. count (TK[ z ] )
Words . append (TK[ z ] )
Counts . append (p)
e l s e :
i f TK[ z ] != TK[ z−1] :
p = TK. count (TK[ z ] )
Words . append (TK[ z ] )
Counts . append (p)
UniqueWords = len (Words)
re turn Counts , Words , UniqueWords
Listing 2: Student 64
This code is a subset of the code submitted by students 14 and 64 for assign-
ment five in the Introduction to Computer Science for Non–Majors, taught in
A term 2015 using Python. While these snippets of code are not identical,
upon examination it becomes apparent that the only difference between them
is the names of functions and variables. The other four files in this submission
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are similar in this regard as well. When the Smith-Waterman algorithm is
used to compare these two assignments, they have a reported similarity per-
centage of 32 and 34 percent. When the AST Comparison algorithm is used,
the reported similarity is 100 percent in both directions. If this pair of stu-
dents had been caught while the course was in session, they most certainly
would have been asked to talk to the professor about the blatant attempt at
not only copying code in an unauthorized manner, but attempting to hide the
fact that they did so. This ramifications of these results are discussed in the
results section.
7 Comparison to MOSS
TheMeasure of Software Similarity [1], often referred to as MOSS, is generally
considered to be the gold standard for similarity detection. MOSS is developed
by Professor Alex Aiken from Stanford University. It is provided as a web ser-
vice, and is a closed source tool. Due to the closed nature of MOSS, it is hard
to effectively compare the AST comparison algorithm to it; only comparing
results and execution time is possible. The standard way of interfacing with
MOSS is through a Perl script, provided to a user upon registering for the ser-
vice. We feel that the Checksims model and command line tools are superior
in the field of usability. In the authors experience, MOSS often had prob-
lems with network timeouts and simply failing to report any results at all. As
Checksims is run locally, it is not subject to failed or slow network connections.
Most importantly, the ability to run Checksims locally removes any ethical
question of uploading named student assignments to remote machines that
are not under the control of the student’s own academic institution.
8 Methodology
Testing a system like Checksims is a difficult process, as determining success
is dependent on a corpus of data in which one or more pairs of assignments
have made an attempt to conceal their unauthorized copying. While it would
be possible to use artificial corpora, they are extremely difficult to create in
such a way that they mimic real life scenarios. Acquiring a real sample of
student submissions is also a difficult process, though the challenges are more
in the realm of ethics than technical difficulties. Allowing the research team
access to student assignments may not only be considered improper for reasons
of privacy, but are almost certainly in violation of university regulations. To
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mitigate the issues of testing Checksims on a real corpus of data, such a corpus
must be altered to make each assignment anonymous, or testing must be done
by a member of the course staff for the assignment being examined who is also
capable of providing debugging information.
8.1 Anonymization
Three scripts were created to process assignments and strip from them all indi-
cation of student identity; each language requires its own method of stripping
comments and names. Professors were asked to run these scripts on archived
student submissions before making the anonymized version available to the
research team. A verification script was also provided in order to ensure that
no student names or usernames remained after the anonymization script was
run. Java and C share a common style of commenting, though C programs
can also use the preprocessor to denote comments:
#i f 0
This code i s a comment
de sp i t e the f a c t that the re are no // or /∗ ∗/
Student name : Ethel L . Cahal l
#end i f
#inc lude <s td i o . h>
in t main ( ) {
p r i n t f (" h e l l o world\n") ;
}
The Python language specification specifies two types of comments. A “#”
which is not inside a string literal is the beginning of the first type of comment.
All text following such an expression until the end of that line is considered
a comment. The second type of comment is created by placing a multi-line
string literal (denoted by text surrounded by pairs of three quotes, double or
single) at the beginning of a function or class definition. The scripts used for
making assignments anonymous can be found in Appendices B and C. The
validation script for checking anonymity can be found in Appendix D.
8.2 Output of Checksims
Between any two assignments A and B, two percentages are generated — the
percentage of A that is matched in B, and the percentage of B that is matched
in A. These values are separate, as they may not be the same. If one assign-
ment is a strict subset of the other, the percentages will be 100 percent on one
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side, and some value less than 100 percent on the other. These are referred to
as the matching value and inverse matching value. There are two forms of out-
put most commonly used by Checksims : the HTML view and the threshold
printer view. The HTML view depicts a matrix with the comparison per-
centages for every pair of assignments, excluding assignments compared with
themselves. Each space in the matrix is also color coded from a faint yellow for
low matching percentages to a bright red for high matching percentages. The
threshold printer sorts each pair by the maximum of {matching value, inverse
matching value}. Any pairs over a specified percentage will be reported, with
the default limit being 70 percent.
8.3 Environments and Corpora
8.3.1 Testing Corpora
Listed below is the set of corpora used for testing Checksims. The results sec-
tion will refer to these assignments by the names provided here. Each corpus
was taken from a course at WPI, and was anonymized before being given to
the authors.
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Table 1: Testing Corpora
Name Language Description
3.a13.1 C Assignment 1, 2013 Systems (2303) class
3.a13.2 C Assignment 2, 2013 Systems (2303) class
3.a13.3 C Assignment 3, 2013 Systems (2303) class
3.a12.1 C Assignment 1, 2012 Systems (2303) class
3.a12.2 C Assignment 2, 2012 Systems (2303) class
3.a12.3 C Assignment 3, 2012 Systems (2303) class
1.d11.2 C Assignment 2, D 2011 Systems (2301) class
1.d11.3 C Assignment 3, D 2011 Systems (2301) class
1.d11.4 C Assignment 4, D 2011 Systems (2301) class
1.d12.2 C Assignment 2, D 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.d12.3 C Assignment 3, D 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.d12.4 C Assignment 4, D 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.d12.6 C Assignment 6, D 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.b12.2 C Assignment 2, B 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.b12.3 C Assignment 3, B 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.b12.4 C Assignment 4, B 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.b12.5 C Assignment 5, B 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.b12.6 C Assignment 6, B 2012 Systems (2301) class
1.d13.2 C Assignment 2, D 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.d13.3 C Assignment 3, D 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.d13.4 C Assignment 4, D 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.d13.6 C Assignment 6, D 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.b13.2 C Assignment 2, B 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.b13.3 C Assignment 3, B 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.b13.4 C Assignment 4, B 2013 Systems (2301) class
1.b13.6 C Assignment 6, B 2013 Systems (2301) class
2.b14.2 Java Assignment 2, 2014 Object Oriented (2102) class
4.a15.5 Python Assignment 5, a.2015 non-majors intro (1004) class
4.a15.6 Python Assignment 6, a.2015 non-majors intro (1004) class
4.c15.4 Python Assignment 4, c.2015 non-majors intro (1004) class
4.c15.5 Python Assignment 5, c.2015 non-majors intro (1004) class
4.c15.6 Python Assignment 6, c.2015 non-majors intro (1004) class
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8.3.2 Testing Environment
Checksims has been tested on many systems in order to measure the effective-
ness in the execution time and memory usage for each corpus of data. The
machines listed below have been used to test every corpus of data previously
mentioned. They may be referenced by name in the results section.
Table 2: Testing Hardware
Name Processor Threads Processor Speed RAM
L1 4 2600 MHz 4 GB
L2 4 2600 MHz 6 GB
S1 8 3900 MHz 32 GB
9 Results
9.1 AST Comparison vs MOSS
9.1.1 Execution Time
MOSS takes on average 14.5 seconds longer to run than the AST Comparison
algorithm on machine S1. Closer inspection of execution time shows that this
is almost entirely due to the process of uploading sometimes hundreds of files to
the Stanford University server where MOSS is run. Subtracting the execution
time of the upload step, the average execution time actually changes to 0.8
seconds in favor of MOSS.
9.1.2 Identified Instances of Similarity
For corpora 3.a13.1, 3.a13.2, 3.a13.3, 3.a12.1, 3.a12.2, and 3.a12.3, MOSS and
AST Compare reported the same set of pairs as being likely matches. When
corpus 2.b14.2 was provided to the AST Compare algorithm, 4 pairs of assign-
ments were marked as being highly likely to contain instances of copying; that
is, both the matching value and inverse matching value between both assign-
ments were greater than 70 percent. MOSS only managed to catch a single
pair of assignments however. The significant pairs, in which either assignment
matches another greater than 69 percent are shown:
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Table 3: MOSS vs AST Compare, Corpus 2.b14.2
Assignments AST Compare percentages MOSS percentages
students 229 and 21 81 and 83 percent 60 and 60 percent
students 179 and 176 74 and 79 percent 17 and 17 percent
students 196 and 219 73 and 71 percent 23 and 17 percent
students 211 and 191 72 and 69 percent nothing reported
All four assignments have been manually reviewed as well, and it was de-
termined that these students would have been called in to discuss academic
dishonesty with the Professor.
That MOSS missed these assignments provides significant evidence to show
that AST Comparison is at least as good, if not better, than the closed source
algorithm that powers MOSS. However, MOSS has the advantage of not
failing to operate on syntactically incorrect assignments, showing that there
are shortcomings and advantages to each system.
9.2 AST Compare vs Smith-Waterman
9.2.1 Execution time
The time taken by Checksims to identify similarities is heavily dependent
upon the number of assignments being tested and by the algorithm used to
do the comparison. The following graphs show that the AST comparison al-
gorithm is significantly faster than Smith-Waterman. While the amount of
time taken is rather trivial for smaller assignments, it is plausible to assume
that Checksims may be run on a corpus with many hundreds of assignments;
at such a scale, the execution time may be many orders of magnitude different.
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This graph shows the number of seconds taken by both Smith-Waterman and
AST Comparison to compute a similarity matrix for corpora with fewer than
100 assignments. A best fit line was constructed for each set of points, showing
that AST Fingerprinting ranges anywhere from 33 percent to 75 faster than
the Smith-Waterman Algorithm. The raw data for this graph can be found
in Appendix D. Notice too that the execution time of the AST Comparison
algorithm is more consistently lower than Smith-Waterman.
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This graph shows the number of seconds taken by both Smith-Waterman
and AST Comparison to compute a similarity matrix for corpora with more
than 100 assignments. A best fit line was constructed for each set of points,
showing that AST Fingerprinting ranges from 75 percent to 95 percent faster
than Smith-Waterman. Even more so than in the previous graph, it is clear
that AST Comparison is more consistent in its execution time than Smith-
Waterman, in addition to being faster on average. Raw data for these graphs
can be found in Appendix D.
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9.2.2 Identified Instances of Similarity
Over these twenty three corpora, there are cases where one algorithm identifies
submissions not identified by the other, instances where both algorithms agree
that two mostly unique assignments warrant investigation, and unknown cases
where neither method would report similar submissions. Of the submissions
positively identified by the Smith-Waterman comparison method but not by
the AST comparison method, a number of causes have been discovered. The
two primary problems are submissions containing syntax errors, which cannot
be compared using the AST comparison method, and submissions with signifi-
cantly altered top level expressions, such as changing a method’s prototype, or
converting between the different types of loop statements. Over the corpora,
a number of reverse cases are discovered, where AST comparison discovers
similar pairs that are missed by Smith-Waterman.
9.2.2.1 In Python 3
The five Python 3 corpora were each tested with both Smith-Waterman and
AST Comparison.
9.2.2.1.1 Corpora 4.a15.6 and 4.c15.6
In these corpora, neither Smith-Waterman nor AST Comparison identified any
instances of similarity.
9.2.2.1.2 Corpus 4.a15.5
In this corpus, AST Comparison identified similarities between students 14
and 64, which were verified by hand; Smith-Waterman did not detect any
similarity in this corpus.
9.2.2.1.3 Corpus 4.c15.5
AST Comparison identified similarities between
• students 12 and 16
• students 18 and 34
• students 42 and 69
Smith-Waterman identified similarities between
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• students 12 and 16
• students 10 and 53
Manual inspection of these four pairs of assignments show that it is highly
likely that the students in question were involved in unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.1.4 Corpus 4.c15.4
Smith-Waterman detected similarity between four pairs of students:
• students 54 and 8
• students 54 and 4
• students 71 and 20
• students 41 and 18
AST Comparison detected similarities between the following pairs of students:
• students 54 and 8
• students 54 and 4
• students 41 and 18
• students 4 and 8
• students 84 and 42
• students 0 and 17
• students 83 and 79
Students 71 and 20 did not compile due to syntax errors created during the
anonymization process, as student names were included in parts of the code.
AST Analysis was therefore not able to have been run on this pair. It is inter-
esting that while Smith-Waterman detected similarities between the pair (54
and 8) and the pair (54 and 4), it did not detect similarity between the pair (4
and 8), while AST Comparison did. Manual verification of these assignments
shows that all of them were likely instances of unauthorized copying, though
this was disputed for the pair of students 84 and 42.
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9.2.2.2 In Java
The single Java corpus was tested with both Smith-Waterman and AST Com-
parison. Smith-Waterman detected similarities between the following:
• students 229 and 21
• students 9 and 45
• students 195 and 80
AST Comparison detected similarities between:
• students 229 and 21
• students 179 and 176
• students 196 and 219
• students 191 and 244
Manual inspection of these six pairs of assignments shows that student 9 did
not submit valid code, and could not be processed by AST Comparison, but
was most likely involved in a case of unauthorized copying with student 45.
Students 195 and 80 appeared to be very similar, but there were enough dif-
ferences to conclude that these two students did not engage in unauthorized
copying. All other four pairs were inspected and were found to have almost
certainly engaged in unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3 In C89
9.2.2.3.1 Corpus 1.b12.2
AST comparison identified the following pair:
• students 73 and 93
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 0 and 2
• students 85 and 91
Upon manual inspection, all were deemed to be instances of unauthorized
copying. Students 0 and 91 did not submit syntactically valid code however,
and AST Comparison was not able to accurately compare them.
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9.2.2.3.2 Corpus 1.b12.3
Smith-Waterman identified the following pair:
• students 87 and 89
Upon manual inspection, this pair was deemed to be an instance of unautho-
rized copying.
9.2.2.3.3 Corpus 1.b12.4
AST comparison identified the following pair:
• students 79 and 82
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 79 and 82
• students 9 and 58
• students 58 and 72
Upon manual inspection, students 79 and 82 were identified as a likely instance
of unauthorized copying. The pairs 9 and 58, and 58 and 72, were identified
as being unlikely instances of unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3.4 Corpus 1.b12.5
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 11 and 28
• students 11 and 84
• students 28 and 84
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 11 and 28
• students 11 and 84
• students 28 and 84
• students 8 and 29
• students 8 and 34
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• students 29 and 34
• students 74 and 89
The first triplet of assignments (11, 28, and 84), detected by both AST Com-
parison and Smith-Waterman, is likely a case of unauthorized copying. The
second triplet of assignments (8, 29, and 34) was detected only by Smith Wa-
terman, as they all contained syntax errors. The final pair of assignments, 74
and 89, were most likely not an instance of unauthorized copying. False posi-
tives like this further demonstrate the need for manual inspection of Checksims
results.
9.2.2.3.5 Corpus 1.b12.6
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 8 and 39
• students 12 and 45
• students 24 and 62
• students 11 and 85
Smith-Waterman identified the following pair:
• students 74 and 89
The pairs identified by the AST comparison method were manually inspected
and deemed to be instances of unauthorized copying. The pair identified by the
Smith-Waterman method was likely not an instance of unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3.6 Corpus 1.b13.2
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 3 and 17
• students 57 and 76
Smith-Waterman did not identify any submissions for review. The pairs iden-
tified by the AST comparison method were manually inspected and found to
be likely an instance of unauthorized copying.
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9.2.2.3.7 Corpus 1.b13.3
AST comparison identified the following pair:
• students 1 4
Smith-Waterman identified the following pair:
• students 18 49
Both pairs were inspected and are likely instances of unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3.8 Corpus 1.b13.4
AST comparison identified the following pair:
• students 44 and 96
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 44 and 96
• students 65 and 85
Both pairs were inspected, and it was determined that they were probably
instances of unauthorized copying. Student 65 did not submit syntactically
correct code and was not flagged by AST Comparison.
9.2.2.3.9 Corpus 1.b13.6
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 8 and 29
• students 32 and 45
• students 16 and 70
• students 70 and 93
• students 16 and 93
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 8 and 29
• students 32 and 45
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• students 16 and 70
• students 70 and 93
• students 16 and 93
• students 13 and 62
• students 6 and 48
• students 9 and 99
Excluding the (6, 48) pair, all pairs were manually inspected and found to be
very similar. Both methods identified the first two pairs and the (13, 70, 93)
triplet. Of the remaining pairs, both were identified by Smith-Waterman but
not AST comparison.
9.2.2.3.10 Corpus 1.d11.2
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 12 and 48
• students 15 and 40
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 12 and 48
• students 15 and 40
• students 44 and 45
• students 9 and 26
• students 26 and 56
• students 9 and 56
• students 35 and 56
After manual inspection, students 35 and 56 were found to be unlikely to have
engaged in unauthorized copying. The other 6 pairs however were found to be
likely to have engaged in unauthorized copying.
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9.2.2.3.11 Corpus 1.d11.3
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 18 and 22
• students 43 and 52
• students 4 and 30
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 18 and 22
• students 43 and 52
• students 4 and 30
• students 4 and 43
• students 23 and 43
• students 30 and 43
• students 44 and 49
• students 2 and 16
All pairs common to both methods were correctly identified as very similar,
along with the submissions of students 4 and 43, students 2 and 16, and
students 30 and 43.
9.2.2.3.12 Corpus 1.d11.4
AST comparison identified the following pair:
• students 25 and 41
Smith-Waterman reported no similarities for this corpus. The pair detected
by AST Comparison was inspected and found to be likely an instance of unau-
thorized copying.
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9.2.2.3.13 Corpus 1.d12.2
AST and Smith-Waterman comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 28 and 29
• students 19 and 44
After manual inspection, both pairs identified appear to be instances of unau-
thorized copying.
9.2.2.3.14 Corpus 1.d12.3
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 5 and 26
• students 11 and 52
• students 20 and 55
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 11 and 52
• students 20 and 55
Upon manual inspection, the submissions from students 11 and 52 were deter-
mined to be unlikely to be instanced of unauthorized copying. The pairs of 5
and 25, as well as 20 and 55, were determined to be likely to be instanced of
unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3.15 Corpus 1.d12.4
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 26 and 36
• students 26 and 44
• students 36 and 44
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 26 and 36
• students 26 and 44
• students 36 and 44
• students 2 and 46
All pairs were determined to be likely instances of unauthorized copying.
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9.2.2.3.16 Corpus 1.d12.6
AST comparison identified the following pairs:
• students 26 and 27
• students 26 and 41
• students 27 and 41
• students 12 and 29
Smith-Waterman identified the following pairs:
• students 26 and 27
• students 26 and 41
• students 27 and 41
• students 3 and 12
• students 34 and 45
• students 12 and 43
After manual inspection, students 13 and 43 were found to be unlikely in-
stances of unauthorized coping. All other pairs flagged by both methods were
found to be likely instances of unauthorized copying.
9.2.2.3.17 Corpus 1.d13.2
Neither comparison method found similar submissions in this corpus.
9.2.2.3.18 Corpus 1.d13.3
AST Comparison and Smith-Waterman both identified similarities between
the following pair:
• students 45 and 62
After manual inspection, this pair was found to be an instance of unauthorized
copying.
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9.2.2.3.19 Corpus 1.d13.4
AST Comparison and Smith-Waterman both identified similarities between
the following pair:
• students 11 and 60
After manual inspection, this pair was found to be a likely instance of unau-
thorized copying.
9.2.2.3.20 Corpus 1.d13.6
AST Comparison and Smith-Waterman both identified similarities between
the following pair:
• students 37 and 50
After manual inspection, this pair was found to be an unlikely instance of
unauthorized copying.
9.3 User Interface
The Checksims user interface is designed to show the progress of the algorithm
as well as the results that it produces. This includes individually inspecting
pairs of submissions to view detailed information about them.
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Figure 4: When running Checksims, the user is initially prompted with this
screen, from which he can add assignment archives and select an algorithm.
Figure 5: Once the selected algorithm has finished executing, a scrollable,
searchable matrix is presented to the user. Highly likely matches are colored
with a deep red, while unlikely matched are colored with a near white color.
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Figure 6: When a user searches for only a single student, the matching
students are highlighted.
Figure 7: When a user searches for two distinct names, only matches between
those two names are highlighted.
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Figure 8: When a user selects a score by clicking on it, a window is shown
that gives detailed information about the two submissions in question. In this
example, the two submissions are unlikely to be copied, so the window title
appears blue.
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Figure 9: In this example, the window title appears red, because the submis-
sions are very likely to be copied.
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10 Conclusion
Smith-Waterman, AST Comparison, and MOSS each flagged assignments which
the others did not. In addition to this, each flagged a handful of false positives,
showing that these tools are not a substitute for manual inspection.
10.1 Strengths of AST Fingerprinting
10.1.1 Runtime
AST Fingerprinting is significantly faster than Smith-Waterman in almost ev-
ery situation, and the significance of this difference is greater in evaluations
with many individual submissions. AST Fingerprinting is also faster than
MOSS for large assignments; however for evaluations with ~20 or fewer indi-
vidual submissions of small size, MOSS is slightly faster — it is usually about
1 to 10 seconds faster.
10.1.2 Flagged Submissions
AST Fingerprinting has shown itself to be more effective than Smith-Waterman
at finding pairs of assignments which are examples of unauthorized copying.
It is also more effective in terms of flagging fewer false positives in this regard.
AST Fingerprinting is able to compete with MOSS in terms of results, though
as discussed below there are issues with invalid sources.
10.2 Shortcomings of AST Fingerprinting
While AST Fingerprinting has proven to be a significant improvement over
Smith-Waterman in many areas, and can even compete fairly well with MOSS,
there are issues that it faces.
10.2.1 Memory Usage
Often in algorithms there is a trade off between running quickly and using
large amounts of memory. The nature of AST Fingerprinting is that it uses a
large amount of memory, which can have severe side effects on older computers.
Many older computers, especially laptops, do not have enough memory to run
the Checksims algorithms on a large corpora. In this situation the operating
system performs an action called “swapping”, where it uses the hard drive as
a buffer for RAM. This can severely decrease the performance of Checksims.
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10.2.2 Invalid Assignments
Because AST Fingerprinting uses a very basic compiler, it is necessary that
all submissions actually be valid syntax for whichever language they are tar-
geting. Examination of the corpora has shown that two to four percent of
students submit code that is invalid. Student submissions that were flagged
by Checksims were checked manually with a standard compiler for correctness.
In a class of 300 students, this leaves anywhere from six to twelve students
that cannot be tested with this algorithm.
10.2.3 Individual Assignments Inspector
One of the places here both AST Fingerprinting and Smith-Waterman fall
short of MOSS is inspecting two assignments side by side. This is a significant
challenge, and there was not enough time in this project to implement it.
10.3 The Graphical User Interface
The second stage of this project was to implement a GUI for displaying the
results generated by Checksims. This GUI supports features such as filtering,
sorting, exporting, and inspecting individual results. The GUI has been cre-
ated using the Java Swing framework, and is cross platform like the original
Checksims command line interface.
11 Future Work
Checksims is far from finished. In this section, we have outlined important
goals that we think could be worked on by future projects.
11.1 Language Support
One of the most obvious improvements that can be made to Checksims is
supporting more than four languages. Languages such as Scala, Ruby, or
JavaScript could be supported in future versions.
11.2 UI Overhaul
Currently the UI is functional, but not beautiful. We think it is an area where
work on the user experience from an HCI perspective could happen.
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Appendices
A User Guide
Checksims is a tool for detecting source code similarities in an arbitrary num-
ber of user-provided programming projects. Its primary purpose is to flag
potential cases of academic dishonesty in programming assignments. Check-
sims is not intended to detect academic dishonesty on its own, but rather to
act as a tool to identify suspicious assignments for review by course staff.
The Checksims user interface was designed to allow course staff to use Check-
sims without having to memorize command line arguments.
A.1 Installing Checksims
Checksims is distributed as an executable Java package (.jar file). As a Java
application, Checksims is cross-platform and should run on any system capable
of running a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The provided Jar file is completely
self-contained and requires no installation, and should be named as follows:
checksims-2.0.0-jar-with-dependencies.jar
Note that 2.0.0 represents the current version of Checksims at the time of this
writing, and may be different for the version you receive.
Note that Checksims requires a Java 8 virtual machine. The latest version of
the Oracle JVM is recommended, and can be found at the following URL:
https://www.java.com/en/download/index.jsp
A 64-bit processor and JVM are strongly recommended. Some Checksims
detectors can consume a substantial amount of memory, potentially more than
the 4GB maximum available to a 32-bit JVM. A 64-bit JVM can prevent a
number of memory-related program crashes.
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A.2 Running Checksims
A.2.1 Window and OSX
Both Windows and OSX have the ability to run .jar files when they are double
clicked. It is recommended to put the Checksims executable in either the folder
where assignments are kept, or on the desktop for easy access.
A.2.2 Linux / Advanced Usage
While some graphical environments for the Linux based operating system have
the ability to run .jar files through a double click, the recommended way of
running Checksims is through a shell. To run a .jar file from the command
line, use the following command:
java -jar PATH/TO/CHECKSIMS_JAR.jar
This command can be put inside of a shell script for more convenient use.
A.3 Checksims/Turnin Formats
Checksims uses what is called the Checksims/Turnin format. There are two
forms of the Checksims/Turnin format: the archive and the directory. these
forms are both shown below.
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A.3.1 Directory Format
Directory of Students
Student name or username
readme.txt
other files . . .
directory
Code.file
. . .
. . .
Student name or username
readme.txt
other files . . .
directory
Code.file
. . .
. . .
. . .
Figure A.10: The Checksims/Turnin directory format. Note that boxed
names are directories and unboxed names are files.
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A.3.2 Archive Format
Submissions.zip
STUDENTS must be named STUDENTS
student1
readme.txt
other files . . .
directory
Code.file
. . .
student2
readme.txt
other files . . .
directory
Code.file
. . .
. . .
Figure A.11: The Checksims/Turnin archive format. Note that boxed names
are directories and unboxed names are files.
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A.4 Interacting with the Interface
When Checksims runs, the user will be presented with a relatively small win-
dow bearing the Checksims logo, shown below:
Figure A.12: Note that Java user interfaces are not consistent across oper-
ating systems. Yours may look a bit different in terms of color scheme, but
the controls will be the same.
There are three sections to the Checksims main interface. On the left side is
a panel for selecting the comparison algorithm. On the right side, there are
buttons for selecting inputs. On the bottom of the screen are two buttons for
running Checksims and enabling help, respectively.
A.4.1 Comparison Algorithm Selection
Only one comparison algorithm may be selected at a time. It is recommended
to chose the algorithm that matches the language used, or “smithwaterman”
if it is not on the list. The language–dependent algorithms are capable of
filtering out files that do not have the proper extension. The Smith-Waterman
and other algorithms examine all files.
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A.4.2 File Selection
There are three buttons for selecting Assignments, Archives, and Common
Code. Each button expands like an accordion for adding many selections.
Common Code submissions should be single files, while Submissions and Archives
are in the Checksims/Turnin format described previously. Many classes at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute also usemyWPI for assignment handling. The
format used by myWPI is different than turnin, but a script has been provided
for converting to the Checksims/Turnin directory format. This script can be
found in Appendix A.
A.4.2.1 Submissions
A submission, or set of submissions, are the assignments that are all compared
against each other. Many sets of submissions may be given to Checksims and
will be treated as one large set.
A.4.2.2 Archives
Archives are useful when testing if any students may have copied sections from
a submission in a previous year. Archives are generally older submissions, and
they follow the same format as normal submissions. Many sets of archive
submissions may be given for a single run of Checksims. Archives are only
compared against Submissions, not against other archives.
A.5 Common Code
Many assignments have starter code, or code that is common among all of
the submissions. Removing common code is not necessary, but it can make
the distinction between similar and dissimilar submissions more stark. To use
common code removal, place all common code for an assignment into a single
directory, and select that directory for common code removal in the main
menu.
A.5.1 Action Buttons
The “Run Checksims” button will take the other information entered into
the UI and run it through the Checksims pipeline to generate results. The
“Help” button toggles help mode, in which every element becomes specially
highlighted and help documentation is shown on click.
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A.6 Progress Reporting Screen
The progress screen has two progress bars. The lower one is the overall progress
bar, which includes steps including file reading and possible file extraction. The
Upper progress bar shows the progress for assignment comparison. The percent
finished, as well as estimated time remaining are also shown for convenience.
Figure A.13: An example of the progress reporting screen. Computation did
not take 14 hours.
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A.7 Results Inspector
Once the Checksims algorithm has finished running, the generated results are
displayed in a grid similar to Figure A.14. Some controls are provided for
searching, filtering, and exporting the grid. The results inspector should look
similar to the one shown below:
Figure A.14: An example of the results screen. Shows the similarity matrix
on the right and controls on the left.
A.7.1 Controls Section
A.7.1.1 Matching Threshold
The threshold selector allows filtering out students who have no similarity
scores greater than a specified value. The default value of the threshold selector
is set to 40, meaning that any student with a no submissions above a 40 percent
match will not be shown.
A.7.1.2 Student Search
The student search area has two text boxes for searching for students, either
can be used independently, but when used simultaneously they have a different
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behavior. When only a single search field is populated, all students who match
the search are highlighted and brought to the upper leftmost corner of the grid.
When two search field are used, all matching students are brought to the upper
leftmost corner, but only pairs among the matched students are highlighted.
Two images are shown demonstrating this behavior:
Figure A.15: The highlighting behavior when only a single student is
matched by a single search bar. This student is brought to the top of the
grid and all results highlighted.
A.7.1.3 Save Results
The third control exists in order to export results from the UI to other formats.
Supported output types are CSV and HTML.
A.7.2 Interpreting the Grid of Results
There are two types of square on the results grid. The first type is a black
square, indicating that no comparison is done between these two assignments.
This could be either because the assignments are both archive assignments,
or because an assignment cannot be compared to itself. The other squares
are colored with a gradient from a bright red to a faded yellow-white. This
gradient is based on similarity percentage, and allows the user a way to quickly
scan results without reading the detailed numbers. You can also click on a
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Figure A.16: The highlighting behavior when multiple students are matched
by both search bars. The students are brought to the top of the grid and all
intersecting results highlighted.
square to get detailed information about the two individuals involved as well
as about their submission.
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B Fingerprinting Code
public class AST implements Percentable
{
private final String tag;
private final Set <AST > asts;
private final Set <Integer > hashes;
private final Integer hashCode;
private final Map <Integer , AST > fingerprints;
// scoring heuristics
public final Integer size;
private final Integer depth;
/**
* Creates an AST with variadic children
*
* @param tag the name/tag of the AST
* @param children an array or variadic number of children
*/
public AST(String tag , AST... children)
{
this(tag , Arrays.asList(children).stream ());
}
/**
* Creates an AST from a stream of children
*
* @param tag the name/tag of the AST
* @param children a stream containing children to add to the AST
*/
public AST(String tag , Stream <AST > children)
{
this.tag = tag;
this.asts = new HashSet <>();
this.hashes = new HashSet <>();
this.fingerprints = new HashMap <>();
Monad <Integer > size = wrap (0);
Monad <Integer > depth = wrap (0);
children.forEach(A ->
{
asts.add(A);
hashes.add(A.hashCode ());
size.set(unwrap(size) + A.size);
depth.set(A.depth > unwrap(depth) ? A.depth : unwrap(depth));
});
this.size = unwrap(size) + 1;
this.depth = unwrap(depth) + 1;
hashCode = _hashCode ();
}
/**
* MUST BE CALLED AFTER GENERATION
*/
public AST cacheFingerprinting ()
{
fingerprint(wrap(fingerprints));
return this;
}
/**
* @return gets a mapping for all nodes in this tree of all fingerprints
*/
public Map <Integer , AST > getFingerprints ()
{
return Collections.unmodifiableMap(fingerprints);
}
/**
* Store fingerprints in the provided Map
*
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* @param fpdb a monad of a map in which the fingerprints will be stored
*/
public void fingerprint(final Monad <Map <Integer , AST >> fpdb)
{
AST t = unwrap(fpdb).put(hashCode (), this); // yes this may overwrite
// collisions
// no we do not care
if (t != null && !tag.equals(t.tag) && !equals(t)) // OK maybe we do care ...
{
System.out.println("HASH␣COLLISION !!!␣␣mapsize(" + unwrap(fpdb).size() + ")");
System.out.println("\t>"+tag);
System.out.println("\t>"+t.tag);
}
asts.stream ().forEach(A -> A.fingerprint(fpdb));
}
/**
* given a mapping of another tree’s fingerprints , generate a similarity
* score
*
* @param fpdb the map of the other tree’s fingerprints
* @return A percentage representing the amount of similarity between the
* two trees
*/
public Real getPercentMatched(Map <Integer , AST > fpdb)
{
Real result = null;
if (equals(fpdb.get(hashCode ())))
{
result = new Real(size , size);
} else
{
result = new Real(0, size);
}
for (AST t : asts)
{
result = result.scoreSummation(t.getPercentMatched(fpdb));
}
return result;
}
/*
* @see java.lang.Object#hashCode ()
*/
@Override
public int hashCode ()
{
return hashCode;
}
/*
* AUTO GENERATED BY ECLIPSE
*
* @see java.lang.Object#hashCode ()
*/
private int _hashCode ()
{
final int prime = 31;
int result = 1;
result = prime * result + (( hashes == null) ? 0 : hashes.hashCode ());
result = prime * result + ((tag == null) ? 0 : tag.hashCode ());
return result;
}
/*
* AUTO GENERATED BY ECLIPSE
*
* @see java.lang.Object#equals(java.lang.Object)
*/
@Override
public boolean equals(Object obj)
{
if (this == obj)
return true;
if (obj == null)
return false;
if (getClass () != obj.getClass ())
return false;
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AST other = (AST) obj;
if (hashes == null)
{
if (other.hashes != null)
return false;
} else if (! hashes.equals(other.hashes))
return false;
if (tag == null)
{
if (other.tag != null)
return false;
} else if (!tag.equals(other.tag))
return false;
return true;
}
@Override
public Real getPercentageMatched ()
{
throw new RuntimeException("cannot␣evaluate␣getPercentMatched ()");
}
}
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C Anonymization Script for C and Java
C.1 Runner file
\#!/bin/bash
\# This script has ABSOLUTELY NO ERROR CHECKING
\# But it shouldn ’t overwrite anything in typical case
student =0
srcdir="$1"
dstdir="$2"
mkdir -p "$dstdir"
find "$srcdir/students" "$srcdir/groups" -mindepth 1 -maxdepth 1 -type d -not -path "$srcdir/students"
-not -path "$srcdir/groups" -print0 | while read -d $’\0’ dir
do
studentName=‘basename "$dir"‘
echo "Anonymizing␣student␣$studentName"
curDstDir="$dstdir/student_$student"
# Make output directory
mkdir -p "$curDstDir"
# Increment student number
student=$(( student +1))
curDir=‘pwd ‘
# Unzip anything we find. Ignore errors that might occur because there are no zip files.
find "$dir" -type f -name ’*.zip ’ -print0 | while read -d $’\0’ zip
do
dirName=‘dirname "$zip"‘
echo "Unzipping␣$zip␣to␣$dirName"
unzip -o -d "$dirName" "$zip"
done
# Untar any tars
find "$dir" -type f -name ’*.tar ’ -print0 | while read -d $’\0’ tar
do
dirName=‘dirname "$tar"‘
cd "$dirName"
echo "Untarring␣$tar␣to␣$dirName"
tar -xf "$tar"
done
cd "$curDir"
# Loop through all .c and .h files in that directory and anonymize them
find "$dir" \( \( -type f -name ’*.c’ \) -or \( -type f -name ’*.h’ \) -or \( -type f -name ’*.cpp ’
\) -or \( -type f -name ’*.hpp ’ \) -or \( -type f -name ’*.java ’ \) \) -print0 | while read -d
$’\0’ file
do
# Run strip_comments script from GNU folks. Pipe output into output file.
fileBasename=‘basename "$file"‘
echo "Stripping␣comments␣from␣$file ,␣outputting␣to␣$fileBasename"
./ strip_comments.sed "$file" > "$curDstDir/$fileBasename"
done
done
echo "Done!"
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C.2 Sed based comment matching script
#! /bin/sed -nf
# Remove C and C++ comments , by Brian Hiles (brian_hiles@rocketmail.com)
# Sped up (and bugfixed to some extent) by Paolo Bonzini (bonzini@gnu.org)
# Works its way through the line , copying to hold space the text up to the
# first special character (/, ", ’). The original version went exactly a
# character at a time , hence the greater speed of this one. But the concept
# and especially the trick of building the line in hold space are entirely
# merit of Brian.
:loop
# This line is sufficient to remove C++ comments!
/^\/\// s,.*,,
/^$/{
x
p
n
b loop
}
/^"/{
:double
/^$/{
␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣p
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣n
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^"/b break
b double
}
H
x
s,\n\(.[^\"]*\).*,\1,
␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣s ,.[^\"]*,,
/^"/b␣break
␣␣␣␣/^\\/{
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣H
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s,\n\(.\) .*,\1,
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s/.//
␣␣␣␣}
b␣double
}
/^’/{
␣␣␣␣:single
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^$/{
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣p
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣n
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^’/b␣break
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣b␣single
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣}
␣␣␣␣H
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s,\n\(.[^\ ’]*\) .*,\1,
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s,.[^\’]*,,
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^’/b␣break
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^\\/{
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣H
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s,\n\(.\) .*,\1,
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣x
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s/.//
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣}
␣␣␣␣b␣single
}
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/^\/\*/{
␣␣␣␣s/.//
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣:ccom
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s,^.[^*]* , ,
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^$/␣n
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣/^\*\//{
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣s/..//
␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣␣b␣loop
}
b␣ccom
}
:break
H
x
s,\n\(.[^" ’/]*\).*,\1,
x
s/.[^" ’/]*//
␣␣␣␣b␣loop
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D Raw Execution Time Data
D.1 AST Comparison Time Data
Corpus Size Execution Time (Seconds)
67 4.300
69 2.912
82 3.371
77 2.360
80 7.324
40 3.640
57 3.951
64 2.534
58 2.566
48 3.103
49 2.406
48 5.995
48 5.942
42 8.416
43 3.744
43 3.412
76 21.063
70 6.681
62 11.541
24 4.438
55 7.663
54 21.482
58 9.756
Corpus Size Execution Time (Seconds)
52 5.495
49 8.346
49 4.603
45 7.680
49 4.590
44 6.606
42 5.360
41 4.997
41 5.438
42 4.347
35 5.784
38 3.081
38 3.461
233 38.287
121 20.146
119 20.588
119 27.945
119 15.307
119 22.680
193 4.085
104 5.787
232 16.113
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D.2 Smith-Waterman Comparison Time Data
Corpus Size Execution Time (Seconds)
67 39.587
69 1.034
82 2.315
77 1.211
80 35.008
40 6.070
57 11.978
64 3.099
58 2.640
48 8.657
49 1.718
48 7.469
48 10.703
42 23.752
43 4.478
43 1.729
70 18.203
62 53.367
24 10.787
58 38.777
55 15.135
52 11.880
Corpus Size Execution Time (Seconds)
49 33.160
49 9.288
45 19.018
48 6.548
49 8.322
42 19.023
41 4.848
41 5.018
42 9.440
35 18.493
38 4.160
38 1.889
233 417.135
121 343.321
119 66.787
119 120.574
119 7.903
119 25.487
193 4.782
104 45.485
232 264.366
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E myWPI Conversion Script
usage: “./myWPI.sh gradebook-assignmentXXXXX.zip”
#!/bin/bash
function fix_name () {
echo $1 | cut -c 14- | grep -o -E ’[a-z0 -9]+’ | head -n 1
}
function correct_gzip () {
OUT=$(fix_name "$1")
mkdir "$OUT"
mv "$1" "$OUT/$OUT.tar.gz"
pushd "$OUT"
tar xzf "$OUT.tar.gz" > /dev/null
rm "$OUT.tar.gz"
popd
}
function correct_tar () {
OUT=$(fix_name "$1")
mkdir "$OUT"
mv "$1" "$OUT/$OUT.tar"
pushd "$OUT"
tar xf "$OUT.tar" > /dev/null
rm "$OUT.tar"
popd
}
function correct_zip () {
OUT=$(fix_name "$1")
mkdir "$OUT"
mv "$1" "$OUT/$OUT.zip"
pushd "$OUT"
unzip "$OUT.zip" > /dev/null
rm "$OUT.zip"
popd
}
mkdir assignments
cp $1 assignments
pushd assignments > /dev/null
unzip $1 > /dev/null
rm $1
for i in *; do
case "$i" in
*.txt) rm "$i" > /dev/null ;;
*.tar) correct_tar "$i" > /dev/null ;;
*.zip) correct_zip "$i" > /dev/null ;;
*.tgz) correct_gzip "$i" > /dev/null ;;
*.tar.gz) correct_gzip "$i" > /dev/null ;;
*) echo "ERROR␣FOR␣SUBMISSION:␣$1" ;;
esac
done
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